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The petitioner is a Tanzanian citizen. He is an Advocate of this court and courts

subordinate thereto practicing in criminal justice among other areas. He petitioned

under article 26(2) of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania as amended

(the Constitution) for his own interest and that of the people of the United Republic of

Tanzania, complaining about the constitutionality of section 148(5) of the Criminal

Procedure Act, cap. 20 (CPA). The complaint was that the impugned provision denies

bail Eo a person accused of an offence falling within listed offences and situations under

section 148(5) of the CPA, commonly referred lo as"non-bailabH'. The thrust of the

@m laint was th El n violates a

(2) of the Constitution and it is, for such reason, unconstitutional.

The petition was accompanied by the petitioner's affidavit, which supported the factual

basis for the following reliefs sought by the petitioner. Firstly, declaratory orders that
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the provision of section 148(5) of the CPA is unconstitutional and violates articles 13(3),

& (6Xb) and 15(1) &(2) of the Constitution. Secondly, declaratory orders that the trial

courts with jurisdiction to deal with any offences should be left to deal with the question

of bail upon being properly moved by parties to the criminal dispute. 
-l'hirdly, befitting

directives to meet the ends ofjustice and protect the constitutional rights of the people.

And lastly, an order that since this petition is in the publlc interest, pafties should bear

own costs.

It was alleged by the petitioner that bail was, from 1920 to 1984, a fundamental

instrument of the courts of law !4 administering criminal justice in the MainlanQ

Tanzania. The administration of bail took into account the principle of presumption of

innocence and the right to personal liberty of an accused person. The jurisdiction of the

courts in administration of right to bail was taken away from the coutts of law when the

impugned provision was enacted in 1985. The impugned provision specified non-

bailable offences and prohibited bail to a person accused of any of such offences. The

said provision was in such context claimed to violate the above mentioned provisions of

the Constitution.

It was further alleged that in spite of having the bills of rights in the Constitution since

198zl, and ratifying various international instruments prescribing for civil rights, such as

inherent non-bailable offences have survived and the specified offences kept escalating.

It has as a result accommodated new offences and statutes like the Prevention of

Terrorism Ad, 2002, and the Anti-Money Laundering Act, 2006. In so far as the
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impugned provision ousts the jurisdiction of the courts of law in considering granting of

bail to such an accused person, the provision was alleged to have usurped the

constitutional powers of the courts of administering the right to bail which is an

inherent aspect of the right to personal liberty and the presumption of innocence

without having in place a known time frame for investigation and prosecution.

On the basis of the above allegations, the petitioner advanced the following grounds to

support his prayers. Firstly, since section 148(5) of the CPA (supra) denies bail to a

person accused of a non-bailable offence, it contravenes the right to personal liberty

and the presumption of innocence guarErnted under aGcles R(6Xb) and 15(1)&(2) of

the Constitution. Secondly, the impugned provision takes away the constitutional

mandate of the courts of law envisaged under article 13(3) of the Constitution. Thirdly,

despite the impugned provision denying bail to a person accused of a non-bailable

offence, the time limit for investigation and prosecution is unknown and left to the

devices and discretion of the investigating body without adequate controls and

safeguards against abuse. Fourhly, the impugned provision denies the courts of law

their fundamental instrument of administering criminal justice during criminal

proceedings. And lastly, the impugned provision contravenes the relevant provisions of

international instruments verified by the country which provide for the right to personal

The aforementioned complaint, allegations, and the grounds upon which the petition

rests were vigorously disputed and resisted by the respondent as was apparent in the

reply to the petition and the accompanying counter affidavit swom by Ms Jenifer lGaya,
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leamed State Attorney, for the respondent. The first point of the respondent's reply as

a whole is to the effect that the impugned provision is not violative of the invoked basic

rights, as it is consistent with circumstances and procedures provided by the law

pursuant to article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution.

The second point of the reply was that the provision does not take away the

constitutional jurisdiction of the courts of law as the same must be exercised in

accordance with the law. The right to bail is not absolute as it is a matter of privilege to

be administered in accordance with the law and where bail is applicable, and it is only

granted upon fulfillment of conditions stipulated by the law. The only exception on the

right to bail, according to the respondent, was on specific capital offences. The third

poinE in the respondenfs reply was that the list of non-bailable offences was not

constantly escalating as alleged except in accordance with the law. The fourth point

was with regard to the issues of time limit of investigation and for prosecution, and

international instruments which were resisted because they were considered not to be

relevant to the present petition.

The hearing of the petition was by filing written submissions pursuant to rule 13 of the

Basic Rights and Duties Enforcement (Practice and Procedure) Rules, 2014 (GN No. 304

of 2014). The submissions were filed by the parties through their learned counsel, Mr

the respondent. The rival submissions that emerged are on the record. They expounded

on the standpoint of each party on the central issues of the constitutionality of the

impugned provision and incidental matters thereto.
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There were mainly two principal issues relating to the constitutionality of section 148(5)

of the CPA which were addressed. The firct principal issue for our determination was

whether section 148(5) of the CPA contravenes articles 13(3) & (6Xb) and 15(1) & (2)

of the Constitution. Arguments which emerged in relation to this issue sought to answer

three supplementary questions as follows; whether the impugned provision contains

requisite prescribed procedure for denying bail to an accused person in terms of article

15(2) (a) of the Constitution; whether by denying bail a person accused of a non-

bailable offence is treated as a criminal person contrary to article 13(6)(b) of the

Constitution; and whether the impugned provision ousts the constifutional mandate of

the courts of law in protecting and determining the right to bail of a person accused of

a non-bailable offence as enshrined under articles 13(3) of the Constitution. And the

second principal issue for our determination was if the first principal issue was in the

affirmative, whether the impugned provision is saved by article 30(2) of the

Constitution.

In his submissions in relation to the first issue, the leamed counsel for the petitioner

argued that the impugned provision prohibits the granting of bail to a person accused

of any of the listed non-bailable offence. However, the impugned provision does not in

any way stipulate circumstances and a prescribed procedure envisaged under article

Instead, it was argued, the impugned provision just contains an extended list of non-

bailable offences which has since 1985 persisted and kept escalating through a raft of

amendments contrary to the provisions of article 11(1) of the UDHR, article 14(2) of the
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ICCPR and article 78 of the ACHPR relating to the right of an accused person to be

presumed innocent unless proved guilty.

The counsel for the petitioner argued further that the enlargement of the list of non-

bailable offences through amendments has, as a result, increasingly prohibited bail to a

wide range of offences categorised as non-bailable offences. In the absence of the

prescribed circumstances and procedures under which bail may be refused, the

enlargement of the list of non-bailable offences dramatically undermines the right to

personal liberty and the principle of presumption of innocence enshrined under article

13(6Xb) and i5(1)&(2) of the Consljtution. This is by the outright prohibition of bail to

a pe rson accused of a non-bailable offence without having in place a meaningful

prescribed procedures envisaged under article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution.

It was also argued that the prohibition of bail to a person accused of a specified offence

contained in the enlarged list of non-bailable offences is contrary to the position that

prevailed in the country before the enactment of the CPA in 1985. Restriction to the

right to bail was then only applied to capital offences. A good number of authorities

were cited and explained to drive home the argument as to how bail was then

adrninistered as a matter of right and in conformity to the right to liberty and the

presumption of innocence applicable to an accused person. The authorities are on the

ere. -
It was shown that the prevailing position in Mainland Tanzania does not correspond

with the position relating to granting or refusing of bail to accused persons in other

common law jurisdictions. Examples were drawn from some common law jurisdictions
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such as Tanzibar, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda and South Africa. It was shown that

repressive laws denying bail to non-bailable offences have in such jurisdictions either

never existed as all offences were and still are bailable upon futfilment of certain

procedure and conditions, or have been abandoned in favour of granting bail to all

offences upon application and fulfilment of certain conditions.

A glimpse from the position in Zanzibar and Ghana should suffice to demons$ate what

was meant by the counsel for the petitioner. In so far as Zanzibar is concerned, it was

argued that the enactrnent of the Criminal Procedure Act, No. 7 of 2004 favourably

retained the position under the Criminal Procedure Decree, cap. 14 of Laws of Zanzibar

enacted in 1934 which does not deny an accused person his personal liberty through

prohibition of bail. It was explained that the position of the law is such that it empowers

only the High Court of Zanzibar to admit a person accused of a nonbailable offence to

bail upon an application, which if opposed, the prosecution must adduce good reasons

for refusal of bail.

In line with the position prevailing in Zanz;tbar, the counsel for the petitioner cited the

case of Hassan Kornely Krjogoo vs Attorney Geneml of the Revolutionary

Government of Zanzibar & Another, Constitution Petition No. 01 of 2019 in which

the Hi h Court of Zanzitur dealt with the nsht sf an accused PEEAIL to bail in Zanzibcl

- -in iElristoricafcontext. The court clarifiElthe position of the aw to Uie effeA tnat tne

High Court of Zanzlbar was and still is empowered to grant bail in any case even those
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It was likewise submitted in relation to Ghana that the provision of section 97(2) of the

Crimlnal and Otrer Offences (Procedure) Act, 1960 (Act 30) as amended which, was a

replica of the impugned provision, was struck out from the Ghanaian stafute book by

the Supreme Court of Ghana in Martin Kpebu vs tle Attorney General, Writ

No.JU13l2015 on ground of constitutional violation. As is the impugned provision, it

was argued, the provision denied bail to a person accused of any non-bailable offence

specified under the law. The specified offences included, treason, subversion, murder,

robbery, hijacking, piracy, rape, defilement, escape from lawful custody, and acts of

terrorism. The Supreme Court of Ghana declared the provision unconstitutional, null

and void and stuck it out. The court reasoned, among other things that the provision

violated the Constitution of Ghana by denying an accused person the right to be

considered for admission to bail without court determination and due process.

The other submissions of the counsel for the petitioner which were also related to the

first issue were anchored on the following: While it is a constitutional jurisdiction of the

court to determine the rights to personal liberty of an accused person as enshrined

under article 13(3) & (6)(b) of the Constitution, the impugned provision completely

proh ibits the courts of law from entertaining an application for bail in respect of a

person accused of a non-bailable offence. In taking this argument further, it was

to refuse bail notwithstanding circumstances of a case at hand. Besides prohibiting the

court, the impugned provision also prohibits police officer in charge to grant bail to a

suspect of a non-bailable offence.
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A Ugandan case of Cc{. RH Dr Kizza Basigye vs Uganda, Misc. Criminal Application

No. 228 of 2005 was citd to reinforce the argument that bail as a judicial instrument is

meant to ensure the liberty of an accused person which the court must jealously and

courageously guard for defending the right of all people. The case of Martin l$ebu

(supra) was similarly relied upon to the effect that the issue of considering whether to

grant or refuse bail "....is not a magisteial or executive act........but a judicial one to be

performed under the Constitution."Other cases cited to fortiff this stance include the

case of Attorney General vs Jeremia Mtobesya, Civil Appeal No. 65 of 2016

(unreported) in relation to the requirements of strict interpretation of any law that

seeks to limit fundamental rights of an individual in order to ensure that it does not

render tre constitutiona I ly gua ranteed rig hts meanin gless.

The counsel for the petitioner sought to further strengthen the above submissions by

another argument. The same was to the effect that by requiring the court to refuse bail

to a person accused of a non-bailable offence, the accused person is not only denied his

right to be heard in relation to his right to personal liberty but also treated as a guilty

person contrary to the principle of presumption of innocence enshrined under of article

13(6Xb) of the Constitution. It was pointed out in this connection, while citing Seidu

vs Republic (1978) 1 GLR, that since the issue as to whether a case is one falling in

matter which has to be determined by the court based on the evidence on the record,

denying an accused person the right to bail is tantamount to treating such accused

person as a guilty person.
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On the second issue, the counsel for the petitioner appeared to argue that since his

subrnissions in respect of the first issue establish that the impugned provision is

violative of the provisions of articles 13(3) & (6Xb) and 15(2Xb) of the Constitution, the

court must consider whether the provision is saved by article 30(2) of the Constitution.

The submissions advanced on this issue were to the effect that the impugned provision

could not be saved by article 30(2) of the Constitution as it does not fall within the

purview of the said article. In a bid to show how the provision could not be saved by

article 30(2) of the Constitution, the counsel for the petitioner invoked the principle of

lawfulness and proportionality test of a statutory provision restated in the case of

Kukutia Ole Pumbuuni and Another vs Attorney General and Another [1993]

TLR 159,166.

We revisited the principle enunciated in the above case cited by the counsel for the

respondent which, in a nutshell, states that a law which seeks to limit or derogate from

the basic right of individual on the ground of public interest, will be saved by Article

30(2) of the Constitution if it satisfied two requirements. Firstly, such law must be

lawful in the sense that it is not arbitrary. It should make adequate safeguards against

arbitsrary decisions and provide effective controls against abuse of those in authority

whe n using the law. Secondly, the limitation imposed must not be more than necessary

Witfr the above principles in mind, the counsel for the petitioner argued with details and

shown; that the impugned provision is so wide that it includes even unintended

persons; how the impugned provision lacks effective safeguards and controls against
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arbitrary decisions and abuse; and that, to the extent that it does not guarantee the

safety of any person in the counEy and does not have any procedure prexribed by law

as is required by article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution, it vests excessive powers to the

prosecution to decide the fate of an accused or suspected person's personal liberty and

directs the court and police to refuse bail.

Our attention was equally drawn to insightful arguments on the absence of time frame

for investigation, prosecution and holding of an accused person in remand custody. He

drew inspirations from the law on the right to bail to persons accused of specified non-

bailable ofr ences in Zanzibar. The learned counsel also relied on D.P.P vs Daudi Pete

[1993] TLR 22, 4344, and Jackson Ole Nemeteni and Otherc vs A.G Misc. Civil

Cause No. Lt7 of 2Ol4 where a similar provision of the then section 148(5)(e) of the

CPA and section 148(5)(a)(i) of the CPA in relation to armed robbery were respectively

found to be unconstitutional and not saved by article 30(2) of the Constitution.

Replying to the submissions on the above issues, the learned State Aftorney for the

respondent argued that there was nothing like violation of the said articles of the

Constitution by the impugned provision. She argued that the rights afticulated under

the cited articles of the Constitution are not absolute for they are enjoyed in accordance

with the law in force in the country, The impugned provision conforms to the provision

accordance with procedure prescribed by law. Thus, the CPA which contains the

impugned provision was enacted to provide for such procedure. Reasoning from the

case of Mbushuu @Dominic Manyaronje and Another vs Republic [1995] TLR 97
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in which death penalty was held not to be arbitrary as it was imposed in accordance

with the law, the leamed State Attorney argued that the provision of section 148(5) of

the CPA is not arbitrary because it is consistent with the requirements and elements of

fair hearing under article 13(6)(a) and (b) of the Constitution.

The learned State Attorney drew the attention of the court to the co-existence of co-

existence of rights and duties of an individual and collective or communitarian rights

and duties of the society which characterize the Constitution and which must inform

constitutional interpretation on the exercise of the right to bail. In tle submissions of

the State Attomey, the co-existence means that dp rights and duties of an individual to

bail for instance are limited by the rights and duties of society and vice versa. It was

her further submissions that since articles 13(3), 15(2) and 30(2) of the Constitutjon

perrnit derogations with the prescribed procedures found under section 148(5) of the

CPA, the impugned provision is thus in accordance with the Constifution.

The submissions by the petitione/s counsel that the denial of bail under section 148(5)

of the CPA treats an accused person as a convict was said by the learned State Attorney

to be misplaced. The learned State Attomey drew our attention to the case of DPP vs

Daudi Pete (supra) where the Court of Appeal in its deliberations found that the denial

of bail as contained in the provision of section 148(5(e) of the CPA as it stood by then

provision did not violate article 13(6)(b) of the Constitution. As such, denying bail to an

accused person under the impugned provision does not necessarily amount to treating

such a person as a convicted criminal.
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Consistent with the case of DPP ys Daudi Pete (supra), it was submitted that an

accused person is pursuant to section 148(5) of the CPA denied bail on the basis of his

criminal conducts which are considered threats to the public. It was in this regard

argued that the impugned provision coresponds with articles 13(3),(6Xb), and 15 of

the Constifution because it was, among other things, enacted to ensure that the rights

and freedoms of other people are not prejudiced by wrongful exercise of freedoms and

rights of individuals and thus serving public interests. We were respectively referred to

the decision of this court in Gideon Wasonga & Otfierc ys The Attorney General

and Others, Misc. Civil Cause No. 14 of 2015.

To fortify the above view relating to wrongful exercise of the rights and freedoms, the

court was invited to consider the seriousness of the listed non-bailable offences such as

terrorism, armed robbery, drug trafficking and money laundering. In the light of the

forgoing, therefore, the court was called on to find that the impugned provision of

section 148(5) of the CPA reasonably interfere with individual rights and freedom for

public interests and hence it is in line with article 30(1) &(2) of the Constitution. The

court was thus invited to dismiss the petition with costs.

We closely considered the submissions of both counsel in relation to the pleadings and

respective affidavit and counter affidavit of he parties. We were settled that from the

the entire provision of section 148(5)(aXi),(ii),(iii),(iv),(v),(vi) of the CPA is at issue. We

were of a considered opinion that the entire details of the impugned provision of section

148(5) of the CPA, and the provisions of articles 13(3),(6)b and 15(1)&(2) of the
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Constitution alleged to be infringed, needed to be appreciated before making any

fudher progress. We were of such view as we are aware that the provisions were a

subject of judicial interpretation in various cases and series of amendments. Mindful of

amendments so far effected on the CPA, we were undoubtedly clear that the impugned

provision of section 148(5) of the CPA presently reads as follow:

S. 148(5) A police officer in fiarge of a plice station or a coutt bfore
whom an accusd person is bought or awears, shall not admit that
Frson to fuil if-
(a) that person is chargd with-

(i) murds, tteaen, armd robbry, or defrlement;
(iD illicit taffidirv in drugs against the Drugs and

Prevention of I icit Traffic in Drugs Act, but do$ not include a prson
dnryd for an offane of fuing in pss*sion of druqg whidl bkit g into
account all ciraJmsbnces in whidr tle offence was committd was rnt
m@nt for convelan@ or commercial puq*;

(iit) an offene inwfuing hercin, @irrc, prcFrd opium,
opium poryy (pryvu setigerum), pppy saaw, cM plant, coa lave,
cannabis sativa or cannabis resin (Indian hemp), methaqualone
(mandmx) catha edulis (khat) or any other nar@tic drug or psydtotopic
subsbnce spffified in tlp frtdule to this Act whidl has an estdblishd
value certifid by the Commissioner for National b-ordination of Drugs
Cotltol @mmission, as exc@ding ten million shillings;

(iv) tdroism against the hevention of Tenoism Act, 2002;
(iv) money laundering con,ary b the Anti-Money Laundeing Ad

2006
(i) bafficking in Frnns under the Anti-Tmfficking in Perens Act

(b) it appars that the accusd person has previously ben
entend to imprisonment fot'a tetm exceding thre yarc;
(c) it appears that the acarsd person has previously fuen gnntd
bail by a ourt and biled to condy with the conditions of the tuil or
absanded;
(d) it apprs to he court Alat it is necesery that the aausd
person fu kept in custdy for his own protection or safety;
(e) the offerce with whid, the Fr*n is dargtd involvs acttal
money or qoperty whose value exceds ten nillion shillings unless that
reren derysib ash or other propfty equivalent to half the amount or

Providd that where the progrty to fu depositd is immovablg it shall
b sufricient to deryit tte UAe dd, or if the btle ded is not a@ a e
such other evidence as is satisfactory to the court in pr@f of existene of
the proryrty; save that this Wision shall not apply in the ase of plice
tuil.
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We discem that the above quoted provision deals with a range of offences and

sifuations in relation to which, firstly, an accused person is refused bail, and secondly,

the discretion of the court and a police officer to admit an accusd pemon, to bail is

taken away. We took a clear note that the impugned provision is couched in mandatory

terms in so far as it relates to the court and a police officer not to admit a person

accused of a non-bailable offence to bail.

We further discem that tlere is no room under the provision for the couft or a police

officer to consider the suitability of granting bail to a person accused of a non-bailable

offence. Perhaps the only limited foom is for such court or police officer to satisff itself

or herself that a person is accused of a non-bailable offence, If the answer to the

question is in the affirmative, the respective court or police officer must refuse bail,

notwithstanding the circumstances of the case and the accused person. A person

accused of a non-bailable offence is seemingly left with no option apart from waiting for

his trial in remand custody. In the premise, the provision places the determination of

right to bail of an accused person under disposition and absolute discretion of the

prosecution which decides on a charge to be prefened against a person.

We were in respect of the above mindful of the principle that a constitutionality of a

statutory provision is not in what could happen in its operation but in what it actually

provroes ror; me mere possrDlny or a $4turcry provrsron rrerng aDuseo rn acruar

operation will not, as a matter of general rule make it invalid. On this principle, we

recalled for insEnce Rw. Christopher l,ttikila vs AG [1995] TLR 31 amongst others.

We were similarly aware of the principle affirmed in Attomey Genera! vs Jeramia
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Mtobesya (supra) by the Court of Appeal when it drew inspiration from the decision of

Supreme Court of Canada in R vs Big M Drug Mart Ltd [1985] I S.C.R. 295 to the

effect that both purpose and elfect of a statutory provision are rehvant in determining

its constitutionality for, either unconstitutional purpose or unconstitutional effect can

invalidate the provision.

In light of the overview that we set out above, we should re-emphasise that the

offences covered in the extended list of non-bailable offences are murder, treason,

armed robbery, and defilements as specified under section 1a8(5XaXi) of the CPA. The

other offences are illicit trafficking of drugs as specified qnder section 1a8(5)(a)(ii) of

the CPA; offences involving various types of drugs whose value exceed ten million

shillings as specified under section 1a8(5XaXiii) of the CPA; terrorism against the

Prevention of Terrorism Act, 2002 as specified under section 148(5Xiv) of the CPA;

money laundering contrary to the Anti-Money Laundering Act specified under section

1a8(5)(a)(v) (inadvertently in our view referred as section 1a8(5)(iv) in the amending

Act cited herein below); and trafficking in persons under the Anti-Trafficking in Persons

Act as specified under section la8(sXaXvi). We underscored that the wide range of the

specified offences translates into a wide discretion on the part of the prosecution in

deciding a charge of non-bailable offence to be laid against a person.

siHati6irrin-nelatien to whiehan aee@iFare Srese 
-

specified under 148(5)(b),(c), (d),& (e) of the CPA. The situations are entirely different

frorn one another although they are all meant to deny bail to an accused person

appearing to fit into those situations and also add to the width and breadth of the
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discretion in charging for non-bailable offences, The situations relate to, previous

sentence of imprisonment term exceeding three years (s.1a8 (S)(b)), record of

absconding or failing to comply with bail conditions (s.1a8(5)(c)), protection and safety

of an acused person (s.148(5)(d)), and value of money or property involved in the

offence (s.1,+8(5)(e)).

Before we appreciate the scope of the provisions of the Constitution alleged to be

infringed as we did with the impugned provision of section 148(5) of the CPA above, it

is important to briefly reflect on the amendments on the non-bailable offences in

relation to the issue that emerged on the rival submissions. The issue was as to

whether the list of non-bailable offences under section 148(5) of the CPA has kept

escalating, It is, as already shown above, insbuctive that the offences of terrorism,

money laundering, and trafficking in persons were specified as non-bailable under the

impugned provision by amendments effected by section 49 of the Tenorism Act, No. 21

of 2002, section 19 of the Written Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act No 15 oF

2OO7 , and section 39 of the Trafficking in Persons AcL No 5 of 2008 respectlvely.

With such amendments in mind, and having compared the current provision of section

1a8(5) of the CPA with the previous provisions, particularly, the provision whose

paragraph (e) was constitutionally considered and determined in Attomey General vs

undoubtedly enlarged by adding three more offences in respect of which an accused

person is denied bail and the discretion of the court and a police officer to admit an

accused person to bail is taken away. It would appear that the momenfum of extending
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the list of non-bailable offences from the original list containing offences attracting

possible or mandatory capital penalty only started sometimes back and has been

consistently maintained.

It is, for example, not surprising that immediately after the decision of Daudi Pete

(supra) in 1991, the Written Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act, No. 12 of 1998

was enacted. As a result of such enactments, paragraph (a) of sub-section (5) of

section 148 of the CPA was deleted and replaced by a paragraph which introduced

armed robbery and defilement as observed in the decision of this court in Jackson Ole

Nemeteni (supra). The decision was refened to us by the leamed cot1nsel for the

petitioner. Our conclusion that the list of non-bailable offences under the impugned

provision has indeed kept escalating is consistent with what was recenUy observed by

the Court of Appeal of Tanzania in Attorney Genera! vs Jeremia Mtobesya (supra):

....[IJt should be recalled that.....the law, as it then stood,

only prohibited the grant of bail where the offence involved

was either murder or treason. But, in the wake of numerous

amendmenb, as one may discem from the My of the

provisions of the section, the list of unbailable offences was

extended well beyond the offences carrying a possible or

mandatory capital pnalty to include armed robbery;

defilement; illicit trafficking in or conveyance of drugs for

narcotic drugs; terrorism; and money laundeing.
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Quite apaft from the CPA, the list of unbilable offences is

prudently embdied in such ofrier legislation as the Economic

and Organisd Cim6 Contol Act, Chapter 200...., as well as

the Drugs @ntol Act, f,lo. 5 of 2015.

Wth the foregoing legislative developmenb, he legal

staight jacket " which the [the Judicial ServiceJ Commission

conscientiously sought to avoid, has been overtaken and is,

presently, fully fledged with a sizeable number of unbailable

offences.

The provisions of the Constitution against which the entire provision of section 148(5)

of the CPA are challenged are found under articles 13(3), (6Xb) and 15(1),(2) of the

Constitution. They read thus:

13(3) The civic ighb, duties and intersb of every percon

and community shall be protected and determined by the

courb of law or other state agencies esbblished by or under

the law

(6) To ensure equalfi before the law, the state authority

shall make procdures whidt are appropriate or which take

into account the following pinciples, namely:

(b) no petson charged with a criminal offence shall be

treated as guilty of the offence until proved guilty of that

offence;
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15.-(1) Every person has the right to freedom and to live as

a free person.

(2) For the purposes of preseruing individual freedom and

the ight to live as a free percon, no person shall be arreste4

imprisoned, confined, detained deported or otherwise be

deprived of his freedom save only-

(a) under circumstances and in arcordance with prrcedures

prescribed by law; or

(b) in the execution of a judgment, order or a sentence given

or passed by the court following a decision in a legal

proceeding or a conviction for a criminal offence.

To the best of our understanding the above provisions of the Constitution relate to,

firstly, the constitutional powers confened upon the court or other state agencies

established by or under the law to protect and determine rights, duties, and interests of

every person and community (article 13(3)); secondly, the prohibition of treating an

accused person as a convicted criminal (article 13(6Xb)); thirdly, right of every person

to freedom and to live as a free person(article i5(1)); and fourthly, right of every

person not to be deprived of his freedom except under circumstances, and in

accordance with procedures, prescribed by law, or in execution of a judgment, order, or

To appreciate the scope of the provisions alleged to be infringed, we saw it fit to

consider two leading authorities, namely, Attorney General vs Daudi Pete (supra)

and Attorney General vs Jeremiaa Mtobesya (supra) which were drawn to our
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attention by the leamed counsel in their respective written submissions. The two

authorities relate to matters of constitutionality of provisions denying or depriving bail

to an accused person and the Court of Appeal had the opportunity to ponder on some

of the above provisions of the Constitution in relation to the provisions of the then

sections 148(5Xe) and 148(4) of the CPA respectively. While the former was about a

non-bailable offence under the then section 148(5)(e) of the CPA as is the present

petition which is under the present section 148(5) of he CPA, the latter was about

bailable offences in relation to which bail was refused upon the issuance of a valid DPP

certificate "ordering" the court to just refuse bail.

It is common ground that both authorities were on denial of bail which amount to

curtailment of accused person's right to personal liberty, and in particular, the right to

bail. The denial of bail in both instances was effected without having in place any

meaningful procedure prescribed by the law. A procedure providing for a judicial

process that could lead to a different outcome apart from the only outcome stipulated

under the impugned provision.

In the case of Daudi Pete (supra), the scope of the provisions of articles 13(6)(b) and

15(1)&(2)(a) of the Constitution were considered by the Court of Appeal in relation to

the then provision of section 1a8(5Xe) of the CPA as we already indicated above. With

provision prohibits treating an accused person like a convicted criminal and maintained

the position that denying bail to an accused person does not necessarily amount to

treating such an accused person like a criminal. The Court of Appeal in Jer€mia
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Mtobesya (supra) did not consider article 13(6)(b) of the Constitution. But it

considered afticle 13(6)(a) of the Constitution, in which case it found that the provision

isviolated by the provision authorising denial of bail by the D.P.P certificate.

However, none of the two leading authorities had opportunity to consider article 13(3)

of the Constitution in the light of powers of the courts or a police officer to meaningfully

consider whether or not to admit an accused or suspected person falling under the

irnpugned provision to bail. Powers of the court were in Daudi Pete (supra) only

considered in the light of article 4 of the Constitution relating to separation of powers.

The Court of Appeal was of the view that legislation which prohibited the gmnt of bail

to a person charged with specified non-bailable offences did not amount to

infringement of separation of power by a takeover of judicial function by the legislature.

Despite the absence of an authority that had oppoftunity to consider the scope of

article 13(3) of the Constitution, we were settled that the provision falls under basic

rights and duties and envisages the constitutional mandate of the court to safeguards

basic rights including the right to personal liberty, duties and interest of an individual

and community of which such individual is a part. We were not in doubt that, as far as

the courls of law are concerned, the provision underlines a judicial process and a due

process in protecting and determining such rights, duties and interests.

n ea un erstan ing, we were convinced at as obs by e rt

Appeal in Daudi Pete (supra) in relation to article 15(2) of the Constitution, article

13(3) of the Constitution is also protective of the basic rights of an individual (including

a person accused of a non-bailable offence). Accordingly, the mandate of protecting
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and determining such rights, duties and interests, envisaged under the provision of

article 13(3) of the Constifution, cannot be anything but a process of safeguards by

whidr an accusd person may be denied bail. We quoted elsewhere in this judgment

the relevant part of tre Court of Appeal's reasoning which informed our undenstanding

of article 13(3) of the Constitution.

With regard to article 15 of the Constitution, it was held by the Court of Appeal in

Daudi Pete's case (supra) that a person may be deprived or denied of personal libefi

under the said afticle only under the conditions stipulated under paras 15(2Xa) and

15(2Xb) of the Constitution. With particular reference to para 15(2)(a) of the

Constitution, which is relevant to the petition at hand, the Court of Appeal held that the

paragraph sanctions the deprivation or denial of liberty under the "certain

circumstances" and subject to a "procedure prescribed by law", which must both be

prescribed by law. The Court of Appeal was further of the view that, and we hereby

quote from page 38 of the reported judgment as thus:

From a close examination of sub-article (2) of article 15, it is

apparent that iE wording is so emphatically protective of the

right to personal lifurty that the procedure envisaged under

para (a) annot be anyfiing but a procedure of safeguards

by which one may be depived or denied of personal liberty.

Quite recently, the Court of Appeal in the case of Jeremia Mtobesya (supra)

reinforced the above principle on the import of article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution. The

Court of Appeal observed in the light of the denial of bail by the issuance of an ex-parte
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staternent of fact of the D.P.P that the "procedure prescribed by law" envisaged under

article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution is one that does not completely oust the judicial

process, or by any standards, a due process, in matters of personal liberty.

Furthermore, the envisaged "procedure prescribed by law" must be one that may affect

the outcome on whether or not an accused person should be granted or refused bail.

We have already considered herein above the scheme of the impugned provision and

the scope of the provisions of afticle 13(3), 6(b), 15(1),&(2)(a) of the Constitution

allegedly infringed. The obvious crucial issue which we had to answer was whether the

im_pqgned provision of sedion 148(5) of the CPA infringes the alleged provisions of the

Constitution. In answering this question, we were settled that we must first answer the

three supplementary questions, namely, whether the impugned provision contains

circumstances and a requisite prescribed procedure for denying bail to a person

accused of a non-bailable offence as envisaged under article 15(2)(a) of the

Constitution; whether by denying bail an accused or suspected person of a non-bailable

offence is treated as a criminal person contrary to article 13(6Xb) of the Constitution;

and whether the impugned provision ousts the constitutional mandate of the courts in

protecting and determining the right to bail of a person accused of a non-bailable

offence as enshrined under articles 13(3) of the Constitution.

relationship between the impugned provision and the allegedly infringed provisions of

the Constitution. The counsel for the petitioner in brief argued that the provision

infringes the provisions of the Constifution as it is not hinged on under circumstances
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and any procedure prescribd by law as is required by article 15(2)(a) of the

Constitution and as it also outs the constitutional mandate of the court in considering

whether or not to grant bail. On the other hand, the argument of the respondent's

State Atomey, in summary insisted that the denial of bail is in accordance with law

and procedure set out in the CPA and therefore the argument of infringement of the

Constitution does not arise. Relying on Daudi Pete (supra), it was also argued in reply

that the submission that the denial of bail under section 148(5) of the CPA treats an

accused peBon as a convict is misplaced.

In resolving the above issues, we were mindful of the established principle guiding this

court in discharging its duty and the principles governing constitutional interpretation

and determination, as laid down in Julius Francis Ishengoma Dyanabo v. The

Attomey General [2004] TLR 14, and reaffirmed in Attorney General vs Jeremia

Mtobesya (supra). The principle guiding discharge of the duty of this court requires

this court to place the article(s) of the Constitution which is/are invoked alongside

the impugned stafutory provision which is challenged and make determination as to

whether the constituUonal provision invoked squares with the former.

In rnaking such determination as to whether an impugned provision squares the

allegedly infringed provision, this court was guided by principles governing

instrument having a soul and consciousness of its own as reflected in the preamble and

fundamental objectives and directive principles of State Policy; (ii) the provisions

touching fundamental rights have to be interpreted in a broad and liberal manner; (iii]
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until the contrary is proved a legislation is presumed to be constitutional; (iv) a person

who challenges the constitutionality of a legislation has the onus to prove that such

legislation is unconstitutional; and (v) where those supporting a restriction on

fundamental rights rely on claw back clauses or exclusion clause in doing so, the onus is

on them to justify the restriction.

As we were applying the above principles, we once again recalled the leading

authorities in matters of constitutionality of provisions denying bail to an accused

percon. As is in the present petition, the Court of Appeal was in Daudi Pete (supra)

faced with the issue whether the provision of the then section 148(5)(e) of the CPA,

which denied bail to an accused person infringed among others the provisions of article

13(6)(a),(b), and 15(2Xa). The relevant provision of the CPA which was eventually

declared unconstitutional and sruck out from the statute book was to the effect that:

148(5) A police officer in charge of a police sbtion, or a

court before whom an accused person us brought or

appears, shall not admit that person to bail if-

(a)......

(b)... ..

(c)..

(e) the ad or any of the acts constituting the offence

with which a peoon is dtarged consisb of a serious assault

causing grievous harm on or threat of violence to other

percon, or of having or possessing a firearm or an explosive.'
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Having laid the above provision besides the provision of article 15(2)(a) of the

Constitution under which a person may be denM or deprived of personal liberty under

"cerbin circumstances" and subject to a 'procedure prescribed by law", the Court of

Appeal in Daudi Pete (supra) was quick to find and hold that the above quoted

provision of the then section 148(5)(e) of the CPA did not contain the requisite

prescribed procedure for denying bail to an accused person and therefore infringed

article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution. The holding was, as already shown above, premised

on the finding that the wording of the provision of article 15(2)(a), was "emphatically

protective of the right to personal libeM which meant that the envisaged procedure is

one of safeguards by which an accused person may be deprived of personal liberty.

On the other hand, the Court of Appeal was of the settled view that section 148(5) (e)

of the CPA did not violate articles 13(6)(b) of the Constitution as denying bail to an

accused person does not necessarity amount to treating such a person like a convicted

criminal. It was also held with respect to separation of power that the provision which

prohibited granting of bail to an accused person did not amount to a takeover ofjudicial

function by the legislation and did not therefore violate doctrine of separation of power.

Unlike in the present matter, article 13(3) of the Constitution which provides for powers

rights of an accused person was not invoked in Daudi Pete (supra).

The principle on the procedure prescribed under the law envisaged under article

15(2Xa) of the Constitution which emerged from Daudi Pete (supra) was, as already
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shown above, cemented and expounded further by the Court of Appeal in Jeremia

Mtobesya (supra) when it emphasised as follow at page 61 of the judgment:

a provision which completely eliminates the judicial process

in matters of perconal liberty cannot qualifu to "presanbed

procedure" or, by any standards, a due process, within the

meaning of Article 15(2)(a). With respect, the obtaining

procedure appears to us to be meaningless, much as it does

not go so far as to affect the outcome, in that the accused is

bound to be denied bail irrespective of what he may say in

that regard.

The statement of principle emerging from Daudi Pete which is binding to this court

was in 2007 applied by this court in Jackson Ole Nemeteni and Otherc vs

Attorney General (supra). The issue in this case, which was favourably referred to us

by the counsel for the petitioner was, whether the denial of bail for tie offence of

armed robbery under the provision of section ta8(5XaXi) of the CPA was violative of

the provision of article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution. Applying the statement of principle

evolving from Daudi Pete, this court in the said case of Jackson Ole Nemeteni

(supra) was satisfied that the denial of bail for the offence of armed robbery under the

above provision violated article 15(2) (a) of the Constitution because there was no

edure rescribed under the law for de n such an accused rson bail as

envisaged under article 15(2) (a) of the Constitution.

The statement of principle which we deduced from Daudi Pete and Jeremia

Mtobesya are relevant to the present petition challenging section 148(5) of the CPA
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denying bail to a host of offences specified as non-bailable. There is nothing on the

principle suggesting that in so far as it relates to "procedure prescribed under the lara/'

as envisaged under article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution, it was not meant to equally

apply to the present case in which the envisaged "procedure prescribed under the law"

was significantly relevant. We accordingly applied the principle as we laid the provisions

of articles 13(3),(6Xb), and 15(2)(a) of the Constitution beside the impugned provision

of section 148(5) of the CPA and endeavored to determine whether the constitutional

provisions invoked squared with the former.

In our finding, we lvere clear on the following. In the first place, it wqs evident that the

envisaged procedure under article 15(2Xa) of the Constifution which must be a

procedure of safeguards by which a person accused of a non-bailable offence may be

deprived or denied bail is non-existent under section 148(5) of the CPA or in the

general scheme of the CPA. We were on this score in agreement with respective

arguments of the counsel for the petitioner. Conversely, the arguments by the leamed

State Attorney that the provision is not violative of article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution as

the provision was in accordance with the law and because the right to bail is not

absolute are misplaced in view of the principle we deduced from the two leading

authorities. The same finding would equally apply to the argument that the denial of

Apparently, the alleged conditions were neither stated nor shown as to how they

conform to the procedure prescribed under the law pursuant to article 15(2Xb) of the

Constitution and how this court should consider them as constituting a meaningful
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procedure capable of affecting the outcome. We were oF that view because it is settled

law that any law which does not conform to the Constitution is violative of the

Constitution and therefore null and void unless it is saved by the general derogation

clauses.

Fufthermore, we toyed on the impugned provision in a quest for "circumstances"

envisaged under article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution. We had no difficulty in finding such

circumstances under section 148(5xii) & (iii),(b),(c), (d),& (e) of the CPA quoted herein

above. However, we could not find any such "circumstances" under section

fa8(5)(5)(i),(iv),(v)&(vi) of the CPA. The latter just mention offences. There is nothing

in the nature of the envisaged circumstances. We were satisfied that with such omission

the provision cannot be said to be consistent with the provision of article 15(2(a) of the

Constitution.

In the second place, it was clear to us that section 148(5) of the CPA prohibits courts of

law or a police officer from admitting to bail a person accused of a nonbailable offence.

It means trat once the accused person is charged with any offence listed under section

148(5) of the CPA or he fits into any of the listed situations under the impugned

provision, the courts of law or a police officer have no option apart from denying him

bail. We therefore agreed witlr the submissions of the counsel for Sre petitioner that the

to bail a person accused of non-bailable offence.

Consistent with the statement of principle emerging from Jeremia Mtobesya (supra)

quoted herein above, we are of the view that since the impugned provision completely
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curtails the judicial power and due process in matters of personal liberty, it cannot

qualify as "prescribed procedure." In this respect, we are firm that it violates the

provision of article 13(3) of the Constitution which vest powers to the courts of law to

protect and determine the righb, duties and interests of every person and community.

The impugned provision to say the least circumvents the jurisdiction vested in courts of

law under article 13(3) of the Constitution which in our view underlines the due process

of law in determining and balancing the rights and interests of an individual against

others and the public.

We are aware that the Court of Appeal in Daudi Pete held that denial of bail under the

provision of the then section 148(5)(e) of the CPA did not amount to violation of the

doctine of separation of power and did not mean that the judicial functions were taken

away by the legislature. However, such principle does not apply in the present petition

because the Court of Appeal in Daudi Pete (supra) did not address and was not invited

to consider the provision of article 13(3) of the Constitution which provides for powers

of the courG of law to protect and determine the basic rights, duties and interests of

every person and the community

In tre third place, we considered the submissions and arguments on whether the

impugned provision amounts to treating an accused person charged with a non-bailable

Constitution. As we pointed out at the beginning, the issue at stake as it relates to

article 13(6Xb) of the Constitution and the impugned provision was once discussed by

the Court of Appeal in Daudi Pete (supra). The ultimate finding of the Court of Appeal
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on the issue was that section 148(5) (e) of the CPA as it then stood was not violative of

article 13(6)(b) of the Constitution because denying bail to an accused person does not

necersarily amount to treating such a person like a convicted criminal. This principle

arose from the case of Daudi Pete (supra) whose circumstances were similar to the

circumstances of the present petition. Whereas in Daudi Pete the impugned provision

was the then section 148(5)(e) of the CPA which was challenged for violating article

13(6Xb) of the Constitution, in the present petition the impugned provision is section

148(5) of the CPA. In both cases, the provisions relate to non-bailable offences. In the

context of the doctrine of stare decisis applicable in our jurisdiction and other

jurisdictions in the commonwealth, this court being subordinate to he Court of Appeal

is bound by the principle deduced from the decision in Daudi Pete (supra) as above

shown. We are consequently constrained to find that the impugned provision of sestion

148(5) of the CPA is not violative of article 13(6Xb) of the Constitution.

Before summing up the overall effect of our findings, we must state briefly that the

decision of this court in the case of Gedion Wasonga (supra) which was, among other

authorities, relied on by the leamed State Attorney did not persuade us. Apart from the

fact that the provisions of the Constitution invoked in the case were different and on

basis of which the case was decided, there were as above shown binding authorities of
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Consequently, the overall effect of what we found above is that the whole of the

provision of section 148(5) of the CPA denying bail to an accused person, charged with

any of the specified non-bailable offences, or fitting into any of the stipulated situations

under such provision, is violative of article 13(3) and 15(2Xa) of the Constitution in two

contexts. First, the absence of a meaningful procedure for denying bail which would

affect the outcome; and second, he ousting of the judicial function, and the due

process, in matters pertaining to protection and determination of bail in respect of a

person accused of, or charged witr, an offence falling under the impugned provision.

The remaining issue is. whether the provision of section 148(5) of the CPA is saved by.

articles 30(2) of the Constitution in as much as it violates the Constitution. The

provision of article 30(2) of the Constitution, along with the proportionality test as

applied in Daudi Pete (supra), George Eliawony and Three Otherc vs Republic

[1998] Tl-R 190, and Mbushuu @ Dominic Mnyaronje and Another ys RePublic

[1995] TLR 97 were relied upon by the leamed State Attomey for the respondent to

support the view that the provision is saved by article 30(2) of the Constitution.

The submissions which were advanced by the learned State Attomey in a bid to

persuade the court that the impugned provision is saved by article 30(2) of the

Constitution were, if we were to summarise, anchored on the argumenE that the

economy and security; confined to serious offences; meant to protect rights and

freedoms of otherc; meant to ensure public safety, public order, peace, preservation of

public morality, and protecting disclosure of confidential information. She also added
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that it is in line with afticle 30(1) &(2) of the Constitution as it reasonably interferes

with the basic individual rights for the public interests.

On the part of the counsel for the petitioner, it was argued that the impugned provision

is not saved by article 30(2) of the Crnstitution as it does not conform to Bte principle

of lawfulness and proportionality test of a stafutory provision art'culated in Kukutia

Ole Pumbuuni and Another vs Attorney General and Another (supn). Applying

the principle to the circumstances of the present petition, the leamed counsel cited the

case of Daudi Pete (supra) and Jackson Ole Nemeteni (supra) in connection with

how the principles were invoked and sirnilar provisions denying bail to an accused

p€rson were respectively found to infringe the Constifution and not saved by article

30(2) of the Constitution. Similarly, a Ghanaian case of Kpedu vs The Attorney

General (supra) was cited to show how similar provision was critically lmked at and

found to be so broad that it was open for abuse as it did not have any safeguard

against arbitrary decision. It was also found that the provision had potentials of

sfultifying all provisions on personal liberty enshrined in the Ghanaian Constjtution.

In respect of the impugned provision and the cited authorities the following aspects

were therefore earma*ed and forcefully brought to our attention. One, the impugned

prov ision is so wide that it includes even an accused person who is not dangerous in

adequate safeguard and effective control against arbitrary decision and abuse by the

prosecution when using the law to charge an accused person with a non-bailable

offence. Three, it vests in the prosecution unfettered powers of framing any charge
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against any accused person and thereby affecting the liberty of an accused person.

Four, the provision does not have a time frame for completion of investigatjon,

prosecution and detention prior to investigation or tial. And fle, it outs the due

process and directs the court to just refuse bail notwithstanding the circumstances of a

case.

On our part, we unanimously found the above cited authorities relevant to the issue at

stake. Our minds further converged on the fact that it is the settled position of law that

the irnpugned provision which we found to be offensive of the respective provisions of

the Constitution would be null and void unless it is saved by article 30(2) of the

Constitution, We were also mindful tlat for such provision to be saved by article 30(2)

of the Constifution, it must pass the lawfulness and proportionality test enunciated in

Kukutia Ole Pumbun and Another (supra). Accordingly, guided by the above

authorities and principles, we closely considered the debils of the impugned provision

of section 148(5Xa)(i),(ii),(iii),(iv),(v),&(vi),(b),(c),(d),(e), and (f) of the CPA.

In our consideration, we wondered whether the provision was broad and capable of

being abused and of breeding arbitrary decisions; whether the provision contained

enough safeguards against arbitrary decisions and effective control against abuse by

the prosecution; and furttrer wondered as to whether the limibtions under such

In this case, the Court of Appeal described the provisions of the then section 148(5)(e)

of the CPA in the following terms and we accordingly quote:
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..... In our considered opinion the provisions of sedion

H8(5)(e) are so broad that they encompass even accused

persons who cannot reasonably be construed to be such a

danger in terms of the relevant paragraph of the

Constifution. For instancq these provisions cover an

accused person who, while defending himself or his propefi

against robbers uses excessive force resulting in the death of

one or more of the robberc. They also cover an accused

person who finds someone committing adultery with that

petsonb spouse, and being provoked, seriously assaulE and

caus6 grievous bdily harm to the adulterer. Similarly, the

provisions also encompass an accused percons who, to the

knowledge of everyone, inheriE a lirearm from his or her

parent but forgets to obbin a firearm licence, thereby

unwittingly committing the offence of being in possession of

a ftrearm without a licence. Section H8(5)(e) would also

cover every person who, though licensed to possess a

firearm, forgeb to renew his or her licence within the

prescnbed period. Many mere such examplu may be given.

None of these persons can reasonably be said to be

dangerous.

It is thus phin that the provisions of section 148(5)(e) are so

broadly dnfred that they are capable of depiving per*nal

not to considered to be

be dangerous in terms of the meaning of paragraph (b) of

sub-Article (2) of Article 30. Such a statutory provision

amouns to the Kiswahili proverbial rat-trap which catches

both nts and humans, without distindion. A provision of
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that nature attempts to protect society by endangering

society. Section 148(5)(e) is such a provision. It does not

therefore fit into Article 30(2Xa) of the Constitution and is

consequently null and void.

We were satisfied that the reasoning employed by the Court of Appeal in Daudi Pete

(supra) would relatively and respectively apply to each and every offence under the

impugned provision; and thereby depriving personal liberty even to persons who cannot

be considered to be dangerous and unintended ones. Indeed, the absence of a

"procedure prescribed by law" as provided by article 15(2) of the Constitution makes

the administration of the impugned provision susceptible to not only abuse bul also

arbitrary decisions as it was so stated by this court in Jackson Ole Nemeteni (supra).

To make it worse, there were no confols or safeguards imposed against abuse or

arbitrary decisions by which an accused person may be deprived of personal liberty.

The pertinent absence of adequate safeguards and controls which may lead to abuse

and arbitrary decisions is indeed discemable in the lack of procedure prescribed by law

under which a person may be denied bail; lack of time frame within which an accused

person may remain in detention before conclusion of investjgation and trial or

substitution of a charge; inordinate delays in completion of investigation and

prosecution at the expense of personal liberty of an accused person; dropping of charge

taid against ah accused person and subsequent and imm iate anest an

of the accused person; large numbers of persons accused of non-bailable offences held

indefinitely in remand custody.
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We were instructively referred to the law on non-bailable offences as it pertains in

Zanzibar which is within the United Republic of Tanzania. With seemingly intrinsic

intention of balancing the protection of the right to personal liberty of an accused

person with the protection of the collective rights of the society, the law ingeniously

provides for conEols and safeguards against abuse and arbiEary decisions in charging

an accused person with a non-bailable offence and holding him in remand custody for

an indeterminate period of time without hial. It is also clear to us that the law permits

the courts to consider bail in all offences including those classified as non-bailable, but

that right is denied to the police who are non-judicial officers. And in so doing, the law

in Zanzibar permits the courts to grant bail under certnin conditions, even for offences

described as non-bailable, It would thus appears that the "non-bailable offences" are so

described because in certain conditions the accused may be refused bail by the High

Court.

Relevant provisions of section 2, section 117(1)&(3) and section 1174(1),(2),&(3) of the

Zanzibar Criminal Procedure Decree, cap. 14 as amended by the Criminal Procedure

Act, No. 7 of 2004 stipulate the scheme in which an accused person of any non-bailable

offence (i.e murder and treason) is refused, and may be granted, bail through a due

process; which scheme in tum serves to reveal the extent to which the impugned

=___:i-F=-=-7::._rr

provisions of the Zanzibar Criminal Procedure Decree, cap. 14 as amended read as

follow:
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S. 2(i) accused person may be admitted to bail by any court

as provided under sedion 117(1) and non-bilable

offence means an soeiftd under sution
777(7) for which hil may b admitted onlv bv the

Hiah Court unders*tion 777(31;

S, 117(1) vvhen any person, otlrcr than a oersn accusd
of mutder or ttason, is arrsted or detained....such

person may be admitted to bail.

(3) Notwilhshndind antilrino conbind in subsetion
(71 the Hiqh Caurt mav in anv case direct that anv

oersn beadmittd b hil,.......
117A(1) The hartno of case in which a percon is

chamd with non-hilable ofrene must commence

within nine montlts from the date when a oetwn so

charud was aneH. ff the hearina doe not

commence within the said reriod of nine months. the

accud EEflon shall be to bail unlss the

Coutt- for t@fins to be ,wrdd in witino, dirut
otheruise,

(2) If, at any time after the conclusion of the trial of a

judgment is delivere4 llte C;ourt is of opinion that herc
arc rasonable gruunds for fulieving that the accusd

is not guilty of any such ofience, it shall rclease the

accusd, if he is in custdy, on dte execution by him or

her of a bond
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(3) Any Court which has released a person on bail under

subsection (1) or (2), may, if it considerc it necessary so to

do, direct that such per*n be arrested and commit him or

her to custody without sureties for his or her appearance to

hear the judgement to be delivered.

The Ghanaian case of Kpedu vs The Attomey General (supra) was refened to us by

the counsel for the petitioner as we pointed out above. As shown in the submissions of

the counsel for the petitioner, the case had to do with constitutionality of a statutory

provision which by its nature, had prohibited bail to an accused person facing a charge

of non-bailable offence which included murder, treason, robbery and tenorism.

Consistent with what we stated above, we were clear that what the Ghanaian Supreme

Court found and stated in relation to the statutory prohibition of bail in non-bailable

offences is ideally insfuctive and inspirational in understanding the situation of lack of

safeguards and effective controls confronting an accused person charged with a non-

bailable offence in Mainland Tanzania. The relevant part of the judgment reads and we

hereby quote as foiiow:

The danger posed by this law, that is s. 96(7) of Act 30, is

that it sels no time frame in which the investigations should

end; it se/s no time frame within which the provision should

concluded; it sets no specific conditions in which they are to

apply. It means therefore that if the prosecution prefers any

of thee charges against another percon whether the facts

suppott the charge or not, the courtS only duty is to put you
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away because the law sals so. It is a sure recip for abuse

of executive power to stultify all the provisions on personal

libefi enshrined in the Constitution. It is necessary to state

that the issue whether to deprive a person of his personal

liberty under Article 14 of the Consfrfution is not a

magisteial or executive ad, but a judicial one. I reall the

words of Justice Fnnk Murphy in his dissenting opinion in

the case of Oklahoma Press Publishing h. v. Walling, j27

U.5. 186 (1946) at 219 that: "Liberty is too priceless to be

foieited through the zeal of an adminisbative agent "

Since the provision is clearly incmsistent with the provisions

on perconal lifurties guannteed under the Constitution it
should not be lefr to stand. Indeed any law that violates any

of the Chapter 5 nghts under dte Constitution is ibelf

unconstitutional,

The above statement is true and apt when one takes accounts of the administration of

the impugned provision and its susceptibility to arbitrary decisions and abuse. All

considered, we could not in the circumstances find that the impugned provision, in so

far as it violates articles 13(3), and 15(2)(a) of the Constitution, is in any way saved

- -,-rmrlar a*ide anf?\ nf ,,

Having found as herein above, we toyed on whether we should straight away strike oul

the whole of the provision of section 148(5) of the CPA. We are aware that in the case

of lackson Ofe Nemeteni (supra) whose decision was delivered on L3lO7l20O7, this
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court declared that the provision of section 148(5) (aXi) of the CPA in so far as it

related to denial of bail to armed robbery is unconstitutional for violating article

15(2)(a) of the Constitution. The court did not sbuck out the provision right away.

Instead, it invoked the powers confened under article 30(5) of the Constitution and

directed the Govemment to take measures, within eighteen (18) months from the date

of the judgment, to, among other things, put in place a "procedure presoibed by law"

as provided under article 15(2Xa) of the Constitution, by which a person charged with

arrned robbery may be denied bail.

Despite the amendments on non-bailable offences that were effected after the decision

of this court, we are clear that there were no meaningful procedures prescribed by the

law which was put in place to provide a scheme for dealing with bail in respect of

persons accused of armed robbery and thereby rendering the respective provision valid

Regrettably, in what seems as contemptuous to the court order the time frame for

rectification had since elapsed without any meaningful procedure under which a person

accused of armed robbery could be denied bail. Under the premise, we accordingly find

trat section 1a8(5XaXi) of the CPA in relation to armed robbery is no longer valid law

pursuant to the decision of this court in Jackson Ole Nemeteni (supra). We forthwith

declare the denial of bail in respect of armed robbery null and void and accordingly

In view of our conclusion in respect of the denial of bail in respect of armed robbery

under section 1a8(5(a)(i) of the CPA, we were therefore only left with the other

offe nces and/or situations under impugned provision in respect of which an accused
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person is denied bail without a procedure prescribed by law and without due process.

We were satisfied that submissions of both counsel as were their respective pleadings

were agreeable that some of the offences in the list of non-bailable offences, such as

murder and Eeason, have been in the statute book since the relevant statute was first

enacted.

Striking out the remaining part of such provision (as the denial of bail in respect of

armed robbery had already been adjudged) from the statute book right away, without

having in place a procedure prescribed by law under which consideration for granting or

refusing bail can be made, is likely to unnecessarily cause havoc in the whole system of

administration of criminal justice. The interest of justice would thus demand that we

invoke article 30(5) of the Constitution to direct the Govemment as we hereby do so, to

make the requisite rectification within a period specified below.

In the end, we allow the petition as follows: We hold that section 148(5) of the CPA as

amended from time to time is violative of afticle 13(3), and 15(1),(2)(a) of the

Constitution. Since section 148(5)(a)(i) of the CPA in relation to the denial of bail for

armed robbery had already been previously adjudged and found to be violative of

article 15(2)(a) of the Constitution and declared null and void and hence struck out

from the statute boo( we shall maintain such position. With the exception of the denial

invoke article 30(5) of the Constitution and hold that the remaining part of section

148(5) of the CPA which includes everything but not armed robbery shall remain to be

valid for a further period of eighteen (18) months from the date of this judgment and
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within such period the Government is directed to make the requisite rectification. In the 

event the remaining part of the provision of section 148(5) of the CPA herein specified 

is not rectified within such period of eighteen (18) months from the date of this 

judgment, it shall forthwith be invalid, null and void and automatically rendered struck 

out from the statute book as from the expiry of such period. As the petition was in the 

public interests, we make no order as to costs. 

Dated at Dar es Salaam this 18th day of May 2020. 

JUDGE 

S. M. KULITA

JUDGE

J. L. MASABO

JUDGE
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